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July 5-- Gee’s Bend Quilts go mainstream 

The forecast this week calls for highs in the nineties. Considering the heat, this may 
seem like an odd time to talk about quilts. These stitched blankets typically come out of 
the closet during cold winter nights. But, this story isn’t about average quilts. It’s about 
Gee’s Bend quilts, which are prized by collectors and featured in museums. This 
stitching tradition began in the town of Boykin, southeast of Selma back in the 1920s. 
Generations of women stitched Gee’s Bend quilts by hand to keep warm. Supporters of 
this unique art form are working on two fronts to preserve this century old tradition. APR 
Gulf coast correspondent Lynn Oldshue headed to Gee’s Bend and files this report. 
(Runs 6:34) 7:51 am, 4:51 pm

July 8—AIRBUS is hiring 

A new aircraft order from United Airlines could be good news for the city of Mobile. The 
air carrier wants seventy Airbus A320s. Many of those aircraft are expected to be built in 
the Port City.  APR Gulf Coast Correspondent Guy Busby has more on the impact of 
increased commercial air travel on the Mobile area economy. (runs 7:34) 7:51, 4:51

July 12—Gulf tourism and COVID 

Healthy Fourth of July tourism numbers could mean a good summer season for the 
State’s Gulf coast. The Alabama Triple-A predicted forty seven million Americans would 
hit the road over the Independence Day holiday. The State’s beaches saw a lot of that 
traffic. Despite all the rosy predictions, APR Gulf coast correspondent Mike Dumas 
reports beachside businesses are still keeping their fingers crossed. (runs 7:00) 7:51, 
4:51 

July 15th: Mass Writings of Anti-Transgender Legislation 

Alabama Public Radio has spent the summer reporting on issues that the transgender 
community faces in the state. That includes legislation aimed at placing restrictions on 
trans youth and teens. Transgender-related bills are popping up in Alabama and across 
the country. As APR’s Baillee Majors spoke with activists who say this is not by 
coincidence. (Runs 8:17) 7:49 am, 4:51 pm



July 20—Gulf coast still cleaning up from Hurricane 2020 with 2021 on the way 

Weather forecasters say the most active part of the 2021 hurricane season is just 
ahead. While the Gulf coast prepares for incoming storms, many homes and 
businesses are still recovering from last year. APR Gulf Coast Correspondent Guy 
Busby has more on the efforts to prepare for another active hurricane season while 
dealing with damage from 2020. (runs 7:12) 7:51, 4:51 

July 23- Water wars continue between Alabama, Georgia, Florida

The states of Alabama, Florida and Georgia have been fighting over water for decades.  
Water use around the city of Atlanta is causing problems downstream in Alabama and 
Florida.  Alabama Public Radio is working alongside stations in these other states. Our 
story cover all three states can be found at our website, APR.org. A-P-R’s Stan Ingold 
takes this deeper dive into the issues facing Alabama. (Runs 5:23) 7:44AM, 4:44 PM

July 27th- Civil Rights trail keeps Tuscaloosa history alive

The COVID-19 pandemic has hit nearly every industry in Alabama. One of the hardest 
hit was and continues to be tourism.  The city of Tuscaloosa opened its Civil Rights 
History Trail in 2019. The pandemic shut those tours down.  The Druid City has now 
reopened those outings to the public.  A-P-R student reporter Crimson Jeffers was 
among the first to take the new tour and has this report. (Runs 5:29) 7:44AM, 4:44PM

August 5—Alabama gets its own “State Aquarium” 

Alabama has an official State bird, an official tree, and even an official vegetable. Now, 
it has an official State aquarium. The Dauphin Island Sea Lab is also marking its fiftieth 
anniversary. APR Gulf Coast Correspondent Guy Busby explains how the lab, and its 
estuarium, has been one of State’s leading centers of environmental education and 
research for a half century. (runs 7:00) 7:51, 4:51 

August 12—Baldwin County Emergency managers prepare for next killer storm 

Emergency managers in Alabama say we’ve entered what’s traditionally the roughest 
part of the hurricane season. While forecasters watch for new storms, local disaster 
officials are taking part in the first of its kind weather drill in the continental United 
States. APR Gulf Coast Correspondent Guy Busby has more on the exercise conducted 
in Baldwin County. (runs 6:00) 7:51, 4:51 



August 19th- The Cuban Connection

   Cuba has been in the news in recent weeks due to people protesting the 
government’s response to growing COVID-19 cases. Food, power and water have all 
been in short supply across the island nation. Much of the United States has been cut 
off from Cuba for many years but Alabama has maintained a connection. A-P-R’s Stan 
Ingold talked to some of the people bridging the gap between the two countries. (Runs 
7:50) 7:51, 4:51

September 6—Lessons learned from Hurricane Ida

First responders from Gulf Shores are working to help in neighboring Hammond, 
Louisiana.  The region is still recovering from Hurricane Ida. Louisiana took the full brunt 
of the storm’s fury while Mobile and Baldwin Counties took a more glancing blow that 
flooded streets and knocked out power. APR Gulf coast correspondent Guy Busby 
explains how disaster managers in Alabama are looking at lessons learned from Ida as 
they prepare for what the current hurricane season may have in store. (runs 7:00) 7:51, 
4:51

September 9 – APR Listeners share their stories from 9/11—Part 1

This Saturday marks twenty years since the 9/11 terrorist attacks on New York City, the 
Pentagon and the crash of United Airlines Flight 93 near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. We 
remember where we were and what we were doing when the attacks took place. We bet 
you do too. APR reached out to our listeners and asked them to offer their stories from 
that day, and a lot of them responded. APR News Director Pat Duggins produced our 
coverage. (runs 7:38) 7:51, 4:51

September 10-- APR Listeners share their stories from 9/11—Part 2

The twentieth anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks is tomorrow. APR asked its 
listeners to share their stories on where they were and what they were doing during the 
attacks on New York City, the Pentagon, and the crash of United Airlines Flight 93 near 
Shanksville, Pennsylvania. Many of these remembrances were from people who saw 
the attacks on television or heard about it on the news. Still others were actually in New 
York or Washington, D.C. on that day, or served as first responders in the aftermath. 
That was the case with Baldwin County Sheriff Hoss Mack. He went to New York as 



part of a national response team after the attacks. The Sheriff spent 16 days in a 
forensics unit working to identify human remains found at the site. APR News Director 
Pat Duggins produced our coverage. (Runs 6:26) 7:51, 4:51. 

September 15th: The Legality of Delta-8 THC in Alabama 

Alabama is in the process of legalizing medical marijuana. But proponents of cannabis 
say that’s not enough. The Alabama Democratic Party has announced its support 
behind the legalization of recreational pot. While all this goes on, Alabamians apparently 
don’t have to wait to light up. APR’s Baillee Majors explains the market and popularity of 
Delta-8 THC in Alabama (Runs 5:37) 7:45 am, 4:51 pm 

September 29—COVID in Baldwin County

August was a rough month for COVID cases in Baldwin County as the Delta variant 
spread across the South. Thomas Hospital once again converted units into Coronavirus 
care. Its ER and ICU beds are filled with infected patients. The COVID deaths of a 
Fairhope cardiologist and a beloved teacher who taught baton twirling hit the community 
hard. The Coronavirus has also taken its toll on city employees. The Fairhope City 
Council voted to give bonuses up to five hundred dollars to all municipal staffers who 
get the vaccine by November. The incentives are funded by the American Rescue Plan 
Act. Some employees are taking up the offer and other municipalities in Baldwin County 
are considering similar plans. Still, that’s not keeping everyone working for the city on 
the job…

September 30- Alabama names first Black poet laureate

 Alabama has appointed its first-ever black poet laureate. Ashley M Jones will also be 
the youngest laureate to date at thirty-one years old.  The Birmingham native has 
published three books of poems in the past five years. APR student reporter Libby 
Fosters sat down with Jones and has our story…  (Runs 7:35) 7:51, 4:51


